CONTEXT OVERVIEW

Threats to Chimpanzees

Three Factors Threaten Chimpanzee Survival
Across Their Range
Numbering between 1 to 2 million individuals 100 years
ago, today, estimates of chimpanzee populations are across
their now 21-country range are between 150 – 300,000
individuals. Three primary threats – habitat loss and
degradation, direct hunting and killing and disease
transmission – put chimpanzees at risk of extinction. The

These threats are further exacerbated by several contributing factors
including the staggering scale of absolute poverty in countries where
chimpanzees are present, lack of economic opportunity, political
indifference and corruption. There is also a general lack of information
and awareness about chimpanzees and where laws are in place, they are
not often applied. Most governments do not yet have the political will
or means to undertake aggressive measures for chimpanzee protection
and conservation.

Jane Goodall Institute’s community-driven approach to
conservation, informed by our science and technology, is
helping adaptively address these threats across the

The height of any of these threats to chimpanzees is not the same

chimpanzee range to protect their full ecological and

across their range. In western Tanzania, habitat loss and degradation

cultural diversity.
All three of these primary threats are inextricably linked with one
another. As the unsustainable management of natural resources
grows, and land is used unsustainably for settlements and
agriculture, chimpanzees are brought into closer contact with
human communities which increases their exposure for direct
killing and trapping, increases the probability of human/wildlife
conflict, and increases risk of disease transmission.

driven by human settlement and agriculture are the top threat to
chimpanzees. Whereas in eastern DRC, the illegal bushmeat and pet
trade are the top threat.
Through ongoing scientific research, conservation action planning, and the
Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation, JGI adapts our
interventions to address the top threats in any one place.
With Tacare, our community-driven approach, threats are addressed
in partnership with local communities for sustainable and long-term
mitigation and a hopeful future for chimpanzees and human
communities alike.

For more information, visit janegoodall.org
or email info@janegoodall.org

HABITAT LOSS, DEGRADATION &
FRAGMENTATION
Africa’s human population growth rate is one of the highest in the
world. This creates a growing need for land for human settlements
and agriculture. As a result, people are migrating to areas that either
have better soils or that are, or perceived to be, ‘empty’ or available.
The conversion of forests into agriculture or human settlements
can be planned or unplanned. In some cases, people are migrating
into forest areas in search of land which they may not have
permission to settle in, while in other cases, governments have
allowed and encouraged the conversion of forests for large-scale
agriculture.
Many African governments are also looking for foreign investment
opportunities — and so often making decisions to allow large-scale
agricultural companies to take over large tracts of forest.
Commercial and artisanal logging and mining activities degrade the
quality of forest habitat. Being territorial, chimpanzees do not
adapt well to these activities in their habitat. While gorillas are
likely to just move away from the disturbed area, chimpanzees are
forced to either live in a severely reduced territory or move into the
territory of other chimpanzee communities, leading to fighting and
high mortality rates in affected areas.
Even in the Congo Basin where the largest tracts of intact forests
remain, there is clear evidence of fragmentation occurring. As
forest blocks are broken up by roads, human settlements follow —
rapidly increasing the distance between remaining forest blocks
and patches. Habitat loss and fragmentation not only reduces the
amount of available forest for chimpanzees, but also isolates small
populations of chimpanzees from one another. The resulting
genetic loss and inbreeding within such populations expected to
become a significant issue in the future.

market. These include: cultural hunting – which is low and rare;
subsistence hunting – which is both cultural as well as driven by
local economic factors, and is often not even targeted at
chimpanzees; the commercial bushmeat trade – which is driven by
increased incountry urbanization and industry; the live–animal
trade – which meets local and international demand for exotic pet
chimpanzees, and conflict killing – the result of conflict (such as
crop raiding or direct aggression) between chimpanzee populations
and human communities and result in retaliatory killing.

DISEASE TRANSMISSION
Because humans and chimpanzees are so related, humans and
chimpanzees share many viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa and
intestinal and ectoparasites which creates opportunity for
transmission – especially when they are brought into proximity. As
chimpanzee populations become smaller, and/or other ecological
changes happen, they also become more vulnerable to disease
outbreaks. Notable transfer of disease between chimpanzees and
humans includes HIV/AIDS polio, Ebola, anthrax and mange –
some of which have been the cause of significant local decline or
extirpation of chimpanzee populations in some regions across
their range.

##%
chimpanzee habitat lost per year

3,000
chimpanzees killed or sold into wildlife

HUNTING & KILLING
The primary reason chimpanzees are hunted are for the illegal
international commercial bushmeat and live pet trades. Recent
increases in bushmeat consumption, and the consumption of great
apes, is directly related to the expansion of the logging industry
into new forest tracts, artisanal mining and habitat loss. The
current rate of individual chimpanzees lost to hunting is
unsustainable, meaning that populations will collapse if this rate
continues. There are five different forms of hunting that result in
the killing of chimpanzees or their trade into the live animal

trade each year

##
known diseases that affect both humans
and chimpanzees
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